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Amsterdam, July 2019 

 

Dear fellow Rotarians 

 

Let me give you a brief glimpse into my life 

  

My name is Jelle (or Jay for my non Dutch friends).  

 

Born in 1961 in Assen. Assen is a sleepy little town in the north of the 

Netherlands. Born and raised in a family with three brothers and two sisters. 

A family where both parents were teachers. My growing up was flavoured 

with the musical skills from my father. As an organplayer he influenced me 

and taught me the beauty of classical music.   I didn’t inherit his amazing 

musical talent though…  

 

As a young kid I visited Amsterdam with my parents. “When I am grown up I 

am going to live here” I told my parents. I kept my promise: I moved to 

Amsterdam in 1988. 

 

Being a late bloomer (as a student) I only started my study Theoretical Social 
Work in the late eighties. I graduated with a thesis about the legitimization of 
professional conduct while working with volunteers in an social work 
organization.  
 

Since 1992 my professional life has been in the field of Social Community 

work. Since 2011 I am the managing director of a non profit organization for 

Social Work and Neighbourhood Development, located in Amsterdam 

 

I am married to Mario, my great husband from Malta. Mario is 47 years old. 

Besides his work as a specialist for a photoeditinglaboratory, he is competing 
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as one of the best ballroom and latin samesexdancers all over the world.   

 

In 2012, I became Rotarian, since then I have served as a club president and 

as  chair and member of the Community Service. And I feel it as an honor to 

be the governor for my district D1580 (the north western part of the 

Netherlands)  

 

A brief glimpse into my life.  

Is there more to tell? O yes. For sure.  

Let’s keep that for the Homestay days with you!  

I am looking forward meeting you in Florida!   

  

And last but not least a decent and recent photo of me… 

 

 

 

 
 

Warm regards,  

 

Jelle Houtsma-Grech  


